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CZ INNOVATION FOR WINTER

ONE MACHINE CONTAINS THREE TECHNOLOGIES
for waxing, brushing and polishing of ski 
and snowboard skids in the width of up to 350 mm.
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

STANDARD PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Digital setting and control of the desired wax temperature
with progressive or tuning temperature heating start
including a digital indicator for the selected and real
temperature 

Indicator of wax temperature in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit
with measuring range from one tenth of the degree

A temperature sensor located directly in the wax bath 

Digital control of the waxing roller start-up

At the purchase the selection of the heating capacity
and other accessories such as stable legs, a side rack
for freshly waxed skis, LED lights for the working area

An integrated stainless steel hopper for wax granules,
a tilting stainless-steel heat shield of the waxing roller
and a drawer for brushed-off waste, a stainless-steel
height-adjustable control panel 

A waxing tank made of Al alloy, the tank can be replaced 
with another one with a different type of wax 

1600 W heating bodies are outside the waxing tank
and they guarantee gentle heating of wax without
side effects 

Simple, fast and well-arranged operating
and maintenance functions 

A quiet maintenance-free drive of the brushing
and polishing roller by means of tooth-belts

New brush design using modern PA-6 materials



TECHNICAL DATA

WAXPO DIGITAL

Weight kg 108

Total power kW 2,5
/to specifi cation 2,7 or 3/

Power supply V 3 x 400 V – AC, 50 Hz

Protection A 16

Width of waxing roller mm 350

Revolutions of waxing roller rev/min 90

Width of brushes mm 350

Revolutions of brushes rev/min 1000

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Heating bodies with the power
of 1800 W or 2100 W

4x stabilization legs with setting screws
or travel wheels

Side rack for a freshly waxed ski
or snowboard

LED lights for the working area

A spare wax tank with
a temperature sensor

A side shelf for the area
at the machine legs


